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Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau 
Black History 
Week 
Mitau quits as State U 
chancellor of our offerings," Chesley said. 
finds jobs 
Placement bureau 
Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau 
announced his resignation after 
eight years as head of the State 
University System to return to 
teaching and writing. 
The announcement was made at a 
meeting of the State University 
Board in Bloomington, Monday, 
January 26. 
Board President Frank Chesley, 
who had also been president of the 
Board at the time of Mitau's 
appointment, said, "I reluctantly 
accept your decision to step aside as 
chancellor." 
The Board accepted Mitau's 
resignation, effective September 1, 
1976, and named him a Systemwide 
Distinguished Service Professor of 
public policy and administration, a 
position established under a policy 
adopted by the Board in 1973. 
In recommending the appoint-
ment, Chesley said, "We cannot 
afford to lose Chancellor Mitau's 
talent as a teacher, scholar, and 
public servant." 
The Board also took action to 
immediately initiate a search for 
Mitau's successor and accepted 
Chesley's recommendation for an 
eight-person search committee 
chaired by Board member Mary T. 
Phillips, St. Paul. Chesley proposed 
that the Board make its selection in 
May "so that the new chancellor can 
participate in the development of 
the System's 1977-79 budget re-
quest to the Legislature." 
As a Systemwide Distinguished 
Service Professor, Mitau's duties 
will be worked out in consultation 
with Chesley, the new chancellor, 
and the university presidents. 
Before becoming chancellor in 
March, 1968, Mitau was chairman of 
The Placement Bureau, located in 
110 Gildemeister Hall is a campus 
office which helps find employement 
for WSU graduates and students 
who will soon be graduating. The 
service finds positions primarily in 
the Midwest area, although job 
listings come into the office from all 
around the country. 
In the spring and fall quarters, 
general meetings are held in the 
Placement office in which students 
fill out forms compiling their 
qualifications in a job file. These 
files contain personal data and 
recommendations, and are set up 
free of charge. A $10 fee, however, 
will enable students to receive job 
vacancy listings and have resumes 
printed. The fee, payable to the 
State Legislature, also makes stu- 
the political science department at 
Macalester College, St. Paul. He is 
author of six books on constitutional 
law and state and local government. 
He has continued to teach evening 
seminars at Macalester and the 
University of Minnesota graduate 
school. 
In his resignation statement to 
the Board, Mitau said his decision to 
resume teaching has been under 
consideration for several months. 
"Teaching is my first professional 
love," he said, "and I am returning 
to it with greatly enriched practical 
experience in governmental rela-
tions, public administration, and the 
management of higher education. 
The past eight years have been an 
enormous learning experience and I 
would now like to share--through 
teaching, writing, speaking, and 
public service--that which I have 
learned as chancellor of this system 
and as a member of the state and 
national higher education commun-
ity." 
Chesley credited Mitau with 
"establishing a nationally known 
and respected State University 
System built on sound administra-
tive practices. 
"During a period of major change 
and turmoil in higher education, 
Chancellor Mitau created a climate 
for innovation and outreach at the 
universities and was an effective 
spokesman over the years advocat-
ing the System's need for greater 
resources. 
"He provided the leadership and 
the initiative for the establishment 
of Metropolitan State University, 
external degree programs for stu-
dents who could not come to our 
campuses, and the Systemwide 
academic program review to 
strengthen and improve the quality 
dents eligible to participate in 
private business interviews con-
ducted in the Placement Bureau 
office. 
Dr. Melvin Wedul has been 
director of the Placement service 
since 1964 and Ms. Vera Brown, an 
assistant to Dr. Wedul, commented 
on the services offered by the 
Placement office and to what extent 
they are used by the students. 
Ms. Brown said that the service 
has been quite successful in finding 
employment for graduates,a1- 
though not always in their field of 
college study. She believes that is is 
a definite advantage to use the 
Placement service because of the 
widespread coverage of job listings 
that the office receives. The WSU 
office also has a reciprocal services 
An active participant in national 
higher education affairs, Mitau 
• serves as a member of the boards of 
the American Council on Education, 
the Federal Fund for the Improve-
ment of Post-Secondary Education, 
and the National Center for Higher 
Education Management Systems. 
He is trustee of the Review 
Committee of the College Entrance 
Examination Board and a member 
of the executive board of the North 
Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools. Mitau received 
his B.A. degree from Macalester 
and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 
from the University of Minnesota. 
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
The chancellor search committee, 
recommended by Chesley, includes 
four Board members and four 
university representatives. The 
Board members are Mary T. 
Phillips, chairperson, St. Paul; 
Kennon Rothchild, Mahtomedi; 
Arnold Anderson, Montevideo; and 
Chesley, Red Wing. Other ap-
pointees include Douglas Ralston, 
Mankato State University, presi-
dent of the Inter Faculty Organiza-
tion; Ida Mae Geittmann, Bemidji 
State University, president of the 
Association of Administrative and 
Service Faculty; Jerene Herzing, 
St. Cloud State University, presi-
dent of the Minnesota State 
University Student Association; 
and a university president to be 
recommended by the presidents of 
the seven state universities. 
The Board will take official action 
on the search committee member-
ship at a special meeting. 
The state universities are Bemidji 
State University, Mankato State 
University, Metropolitan State Uni-
versity, Moorhead State University, 
St. Cloud State University, Winona 
State University, and Southwest 
State University at Marshall. 
with other Minnesota state univer-
sities which increase the chances 
that a graduate will find employ-
ment in his desired location. 
About 98% of the education 
majors and a large majority of all 
B.A. and B.S. graduates set up files 
in the Placement office. Students in 
technical programs many times seek 
employment on their own after 
graduation. 
"Teaching is a field which has 
experienced great shifts in employ-
ment availability," remarked Ms. 
Brown. "Currently the job market 
looks quite promising for education 
majors, especially if they have 
specialized, have a useful minor or a 
coaching certificate." 
Nursing majors are very success-
ful in job placement, partially due to 
the fact that the nursing programs 
are limited each year to a certain 
number of students. Therefore, the 
employment market for nurses has 
To students, faculty and staff: 
You are cordially invited to 
Winona State University for Nation-
al Black History Week the 8th of 
February through the 15th. We 
sincerely hope you will be able to 
support us during this week. 
Sunday - Mighty Sounds of Black-
ness, a gospel concert 
Monday - Speakers of Black Studies 
Tuesday - Jazz Concert presenting 
Fusion 
Wednesday - Speaker on Genetics, 
Dr. Val Woodward 
Thursday - BCA Players Presents: 
"From Africa to Now" 
not yet become overcrowded. 
Ms. Brown said that accounting 
and science majors have good 
employment opportunities and that 
there is increased placement of 
Sociology graduates. 
The Placement Bureau has nu-
merous informational pamphlets on 
job opportunities available to inte-
rested students. The office is open 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on 
weekdays; so if you have questions 
about careers and/or job placement, 
make use of the service -- it is there 
to help you. 
Friday - Turn-a-bout Dance East 
Cafeteria 50c/admission 
Saturday - House Party 
Sunday - Afro Sweetheart Ball and 
Coronation 
A special informative feature of 
Black History Week will be the 
presentation of Dr. Val Woodward. 
Dr. Woodward is a professor of 
genetics and cell biology at the U. of 
M. He is a man of tremendous 
experience in the field of genetics 
and cell biology and is going to be 
speaking on "Scientific Racism and 
the I.Q. Argument" at WSU on 
February 11th, in the Performing 
Arts Auditorium at 8:oo p.m. Dr. 
Woodward is going to present 
scientific evidence that refutes the 
famous William Schokley's I.Q. 
theory based on genetics. 
Sharing the vast experience and 
knowledge Dr. Woodward has 
would certainly be enlightening. Dr. 
Woodward is sponsored by the 
Social and Cultural Committee of 
WSU. Admission is free and all are 
welcome! 
This event will be one of the many 
events taking place during Black 
Cultural Awareness Week. 
By Ernestine Hunt 
Women's political 
caucus, Feb. 18 
Wednesday, February 4, 1976 
Spring '76 advising 
and registration 
info 
Unique. unusual and 
original diamond 
engagement rings and 
wedding bands. 
RONALD 
ORIGINALS 
JEWELERS 
701 Hennepin at 7th St. 
Downtown Minneapolis 
339-4767 
Open evenings till 8. 
• 
GET YOURSELF TOGETHER AT 
MICHAEL'S SHOE REPAIR 
KEEP THOSE SHIRTS IN AND PANTS 
UP WITH A 
BELT AND BUCKLE FROM 
MICHAELS 
SHOE REPAIR 
164 E. 3rd 
Winonas Largest Selection Of Buckles 
	 A.•■■■ 
The ancient Greeks believed that rainbows brought bad luck. 
T4lartiers 
Call Today 
454-4900 
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
The Winona County Women's 
Political Caucus invites each of you 
to a precinct caucus seminar-work-
shop on February 18 at 7:30 p.m., 
Winona YMCA, main floor lounge. 
The Winona County Women's 
Political Caucus is a multi-partisan 
organization. Two of the purposes of 
the organization are to give service 
to the community and to provide 
training and information to women 
with respect to political party 
structure. 
Probably many of you have often 
said, "I would like to know more 
about being involved in politics but 
I'm not sure where to begin." In 
Minnesota we begin by going to a 
precinct caucus on February 24 at 8 
p.m. A precinct caucus is a 
neighborhood meeting where all 
people of the same political party 
Students interested in applying 
for 1976-77 Winonan Editor and 
Business Manager should apply to 
the Winonan's advisor Mrs. Sill 
before February 15, 1976. 
Applicants for both positions will 
be asked to appear before the 
Publications Committee at a later 
date when they will be reviewed 
and both positions elected. 
The Editor of the paper is in 
complete control of all aspects of the 
Winonan. This person appoints his 
staff and photographers and is 
responsible for issuing the paper on 
a regular basis. Deadlines and staff 
meetings are a weekly must for any 
editor. 
The Business Manager handles 
have the opportunity to express 
themselves in a meaningful way on 
party issues, candidates, and party 
offices. The precinct caucuses are 
the basis for the two-party system. 
The format for the seminar-work-
shop will provide the opportunity 
for all those attending to participate 
in a mock precinct caucus. The 
leaders will have information about 
simplified parliamentary procedure 
and will distribute precinct caucus 
related materials from the Minne-
sota Secretary of State's office. 
We do hope many of you will be 
able to attend. We sincerely believe 
you will find it worthwhile and 
meaningful. Should you wish more 
information, please call Ginny 
Buchli, 454-4143 or Marilyn Hansen, 
452;4527 after 5 p.m., or Alice 
Keller, 452-7050. 
the business aspect of the paper. He 
appoints an assistant to help him 
with advertising, preparation of the 
budget, billings, and subscriptions; 
he is responsible for the Winonan 
being a success financially. He 
determines salaries with the Editor 
of the staff; for this reason, he must 
be able to work closely with the 
Editor. 
Elected candidates will train in 
under the previous Editor and 
Business Manager during Spring 
Quarter. The issues in May will be 
under their direction entirely. 
Interested students should con-
tact Mrs. Sill in 216 Somsen or stop 
in at the Winonan office in 101 
Phelps if they have any questions. 
WENONAH 
reports 
The WENONAH Staff held its 
weekly Tuesday night meeting, 
January 27, in Room 118, Student 
Activity Center. 
Sales reported for the past week 
totaled 47. Pictures that would have 
been included in last year's WENO-
NAH were reviewed for quality and 
currency. Of the 78 pictures, 15 
were considered possible "inclu-
sions" in the 1975-76 WENONAH. 
Those not chosen will be offered to 
the student (it is expected that 
many students will want to buy last 
year's dorm pictures) for a small 
cost. 
Yearbooks now sell for $5.75, and 
will remain on sale until April 1, 
1976. 
JANE E. SCHOEWE 
WENONAH Editor 
Senators 
offer 
selves 
Why are we here at Winona State 
University? Most students are at 
WSU to learn something which will 
help them get a good job in a few 
years when they graduate. Others 
are just wasting time until they can 
break away from their families. The 
thing is that nothing is perfect. We 
all have some problems with school. 
That's why we have a student 
senate. They are trying to make 
policies which will make your 
campus life better. The senate 
represents your opinions, and we 
need your problems to do things for 
you. What do you need? We want to 
help. Come down and talk to us in 
the smog any day of the week; we 
listen. 
Last Thursday members of the 
Nu-Kappa chapter of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon enjoyed an exchange with 
the Alpha Xi girls. We would like to 
thank them for a great time and 
hope that we can get together again. 
Last week three members of T.K.E. 
traveled to North Dakota State 
University for the TEKE Bicenten-
nial Leadership Conference. They 
came back with a lot of great ideas 
and an award for the longest 
distance traveled, nearly 400 miles 
from Winona to Fargo. 
Spring Quarter registration will 
take place Tuesday evening, March 
2, and all day March 3. In order to 
pull their cards, students must have 
a Winona State University I.D., a 
Registration Clearance Card, and a 
Header Card. 
The Registration Clearance card 
and the Header card will be 
available in the Office of the 
Registrar, Somsen 228, during 
regular office hours between Janu-
ary 29 and March 3, for currently 
enrolled students. 
To obtain these cards you must 
present your WSU I.D. card. If you 
do not have a Polaroid color photo 
I.D. card, report to the IRC 
(Instructional Resource Center-
Phelps), to obtain one before 
reporting to the Registration area. 
Students are required to pick up 
their Clearance card, Header card, 
and packet in the Office of 
Registrar, 5228. Your Directory 
card, Program Sheet, and Registra-
tion Instructions will be distributed 
by your advisor. 
Students who were not enrolled at 
WSU during Winter Quarter 1975-
76, must notify the Office of the 
Registrar of their intent to return 
for Spring Quarter 1976, by 
February 23, 1976. Persons who 
have never attended WSU must 
have applications completed by 
February 23. 
At the top of your Registration 
Clearance card, check the total 
number of credits completed by the 
end of Fall Quarter 1975, in columns 
52-54, the curriculum and major(s) 
and minor coded in column 57-65, 
and resident status in column 71. If 
incorrect information is printed on 
your Registration Clearance card, 
you must notify the Office of 
77 WEST 3rd ST. 
(Next to 
Fanny Farmer) 
Registrar prior to 4 p.m. February 
17, to make corrections before 
registration. Any holds you may 
have will be indicated by a mark in 
the proper category on the Regis-
tration Clearance card. The student 
who has "holds" remaining on his 
card at the time of registration will 
not be allowed to register. 
The last day to complete Indepen-
dent, Arranged Study, and Intern-
ship Forms is February 23. Blank 
forms may be found in the book case 
near the Registrar's Office door, 
Room 228 Somsen. 
Program advising will begin 
Thursday, January 29, through 
Friday, February 13. You will meet 
with an advisor in the department 
as indicated on the Registration 
Clearance card. If your card 
indicates that you are listed under 
the wrong major, make out a change 
of major form in the Office of 
Registrar. You may then pick up 
your materials from the indicated 
major department and take them to 
the correct department to be 
programmed. 
During the advising period from 
January 29, to February 13, the 
Office of Registrar will, upon 
request, provide you with a copy of 
your evaluation sheet which lists all 
the courses you have completed 
through Second Summer Session 
1975. The evaluation will be 
provided free of charge during the 
advisement period; after February 
13, a fee of $1 will be charged. 
It is important that you make an 
appointment with your advisor 
early so that you will be assured of 
getting in to see him and plan a 
Spring Quarter schedule. If you are 
undecided as to what your major is 
going to be, follow the schedule 
listed below. 
• 
Apply for 
WINONAN editor; 
business manager 
Initials Advisor Room Bldg. 
Aanas-Blake Mrs. Schlawin 204C Watkins 
Boett-Carls Dr. Foss 312G Pasteur 
Carri-Dorn Dr. Tobin 204H Watkins 
Drazk-Foss Dr. Johnson 114H Pasteur 
Freml-Hald Dr. Steigerwald 125 Somsen 
Hall-Holzw Dr. Marston 134 Memorial 
Hoope-King Dr. Sheehan 118A Somsen 
Kings-Log Dr. Fremling 215F Pasteur 
Lonni-Moore Dr. El Afandi 203 Minne' 
Morga-Oconn Dr. Gernander 313B Somsen 
Pace-Rogg Mr. Geiske 310 Somsen 
Rolan-Shatt Dr. Sobiesk 218 Minne' 
Sheeh-Taylo Mr. Reidelberger 232 PAC 
Teagu-Westp Dr. Morello 208 Minne' 
Whale-Wills Dr. Warner 221 Somsen 
Wind-Wrigh Dr. Willson 102 Minne' 
Wurde-Zur Dr. Matson 135 Gildemeister 
* THEATRE 
/ OF THE * MIND 
* FEBRUARY 18, 19, 20, 21 
PG 
THE 
HIDING 
PLACE 
WINONA [PG  
7:15 9:10 
CINEMA 7:15 9:22 
The true story that has 
captivated over 
8,000,000 re dear- 
urigeD OCINGESAEliT 
Starring JULIE HARRIS 
EILEEPI HECKART 
ARTHUR O'CONPIELL 
Introducing 
JEAPINETTE CLIFT 
A World W. Pk... mimeo IA Paboasio, 
NAM WW1{ 1.••••710E MYER 
Pass List Suspended t■Y' 
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE 
A HORROR FILM BECOMES 
A HORROR CLASSIC 
In 1931, FRANKENSTEIN 
In 1932, DRACULA 
In 1968, ROSEMARY'S BABY 
In 1974, THE EXORCIST 
THIS YEAR IT IS... 
From Beyond 
The Grave 
...INHERE DEATH IS JUST THE BEGINNING 
The Horror Film You Will Remember All Your Life! 
STATE THEATRE 
170 Johnson St. 
Winona 	FEB. 4-10 
Mon.-Thur. 730; Fri. 7:00 & 9:30 
Sat. 1:15.7:00 &9:30; Sun. 1:15 & 7:30 
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Concert band No, No, A Million Times No 
The Winona State University 
Concert Band, under the direction of 
Richard J. Lindner, will present a 
concert Sunday afternoon, Febuary 
8, at 3:00 P.M. in the Main Theater 
of the Performing Arts Center. 
Music to be performed includes 
'Finale" from the Shostakovich 
Symphony 5, a chorale prelude by 
J.S. Bach "Wir glauben all an einen 
Gott," Richard Mohaupt's "Town 
Piper Music," Joseph Wilcox Jen-
kins' "Symphonic Jubilee," Fisher 
Tull's "March for Tripod" and, as a 
special Bicentennial feature, 
Charles Ives' "Variations on 'Ameri- ca,1t 
The concert is free and open to 
the public. 
SATORI 
Satori is still accepting manu-
scripts, art work and photography 
until the end of winter quarter. 
Everyone is encouraged to submit 
work. Please turn in work at 317 
Minne. 
Reviewed by Brice Wilkinson 
When is the last time you 
attended a dinner theatre? The last 
time you were in Chicago, Omaha, 
New York or Minneapolis or 
perhaps never. Well, fret no more, 
instead of you spendin' all that time 
and effort to travel to a dinner 
theatre, the unique experience has 
come to your back door. Stimulate a 
variety of sense modalities in a true 
experience and never answer never 
to the lead question again. Treat 
yourself to a simulated Winona 
night on the town, simulated 
because there is no night on the 
town in Winona. However, close by 
in the sleepy-eyed village of 
Minnesota City, the bright lights of 
the historic Oaks Supper Club 
beckons from its colorful past. If this 
sounds like a spoof, wait until you 
see "NO, NO, A MILLION TIMES 
NO (or only a farmer's daughter), a 
musical mellerdrama. 
This $5.95 per ticket package 
features a buffet to warm your 
heart and tummy, liquor to warm 
your spirits and a cast of lovelies 
pursued on occasion by a villionous,  
venomous Villain, a city slicker 
guaranteed to tickle your funny 
bone. The plot is so simplistic that I 
hasten not to tell it to you. The cast 
so almost fantastic that you must 
see it to believe it. Most impressive 
is the excellent job of casting so that 
each participant performs without 
detracting from the comic-musical 
entirety. Pat O'Brien is quite 
possibly Winona's foremost young 
all around musical/acting talent and 
performs with a fine rubish touch as 
Pappy Quackenbush. The Lewiston 
thrush, Cleo Kryzer does a talented 
final rendition with excellent facial 
animation to highlight her other 
obvious qualities. The milkmaids 
and chorus do not steal the show but 
Kathy Veraguth, Mari Olson and 
Joan Gerdes certainly keep it 
moving. Good ole faithful nobel, 
Nobel Hart played by Winonan 
Jerry Siem is just what he should be 
a convincing country hick. Although 
I'm sure no one was type cast, Jerry 
does the job with obvious bumbling 
graces. For a smart young lad like 
Jerry it may be hard to play stupid, 
therefore, perhaps his role calls for 
the most demands. Phil Johnson as 
Iffy Can, Steve Peterson as the 
vivacious (attractive black) venom-
ous villain hissed and booed by all 
God fearin, clean livin folk, Becky 
Carlson, impeccable unseedy, as 
Birdie Seed, Cathy Aschfort as 
Emmeline all shine like small jewels 
in a fake necklace. What do you 
expect in a mellerdrama, the real 
thing? By the time I saw Holly 
Doerring I had overindulged in the 
champagne, but from a distance she 
looked as good as she accompanied. 
All in all give yourself a treat, bring 
dinner theatre into your life, 
stimulate your varied sense modali-
ties with exquisit cuisine, rollicking 
musical fun, and a sintilating 
exposure to a simulated night on the 
town at the Oaks Supper Club, I 
highly recommend your attendance. 
Any Wednesday or Thursday 
until February 26, the show starts 
at 8:15 with the serving line opening 
at 5:00 P.M. Oh, yes, watch out that 
a pretty young lady by the name of 
Gwendolyn Finefeathers doesn't 
end up in your lap as she belts out 
"Gwendolyn gets, what Gwendolyn 
wants." Bobbi Seelicke's overall set 
and artistic perfectionalism are 
evident as is Carlson's talented 
musical direction. 
It's worth the money, time and 
effort; it won't add to your 
"edjication but it may liven up yer 
siteation." 
Flying Burrito Brothers, Feb. 9 
The Flying Burrito Brothers will 
perform in concert at Winona Junior 
High Auditorium on Monday, Feb. 
9, at 8:15 p.m. 
The Burrito's first LP, The Gilded 
Palace of Sin, released in 1968, is 
generally acknowledged as the 
revolutionary force behind the 
coming of country-rock. The latest 
version of the Flying Burrito 
Brothers includes two original 
Burritos, "Sneaky" Pete Kleinow 
(pedal steel guitar) and Chris 
Ethridge (bass). Newcomers are 
former Byrd's drummer Gene 
Parsons, ex-Canned Heat guitarist, 
Joel Scott Hill, and Louisiana fiddler 
Gib Guilbeau. 
The name of the Burrito Brothers 
is, as Ethridge puts it, "synonymous 
with the origins of country rock," 
and like another such band there at 
the beginning, the Byrds, they have 
a history that twists incestuously in 
and out of the Los Angeles country 
band and studio scene. 
The first Burritos band was 
founded by Chris Hillman and Gram 
Parsons (no relation to Gene), both 
of whom broke away from the 
Byrds. 
Over the course of four years the 
band went through various person-
nel changes and included at times 
Bernie Leadon, now with the 
Eagles; Rick Roberts, who is now 
playing with Steve Stills; and Al 
Perkins and Byron Berline, who 
travelled with a latter-day assem-
blage of the band to Europe. 
Chris Ethridge was born in 
Meridian, Mississippi in 1947 and 
played in rock and country bands in 
the South. When he was 17 he went 
to California, where he played with 
Joel Scott Hill, the International 
Submarine Band with Gram Par-
sons, and the first Burritos band. 
Family life decided him to leave the 
Burritos, so for five years he did 
sessions, playing with some of the  
biggest names in recording: Judy 
Collins, Johnny Winter, Ry Cooder, 
Leon Russell, Randy Newman, 
Linda Ronstadt, the Byrds and 
Jackson Browne. Several years ago 
he did, with Hill and Johnny 
Barbata, an excellent but little-
known album called L.A. Getaway, 
and afterward moved up to Mendo-
cino County. 
Pete Kleinow, who was born in 
South Bend, Indiana, started play-
ing steel a little over 20 years ago 
"from listening to country music on 
the radio." The lap steel was the 
first instrument Pete tried, because 
he started playing before pedals 
were in use. Recognized as one of 
the most innovative steel players in 
music, "Sneaky Pete" has done 
studio work for Joe Cocker, Jackson 
Browne, Linda Ronstadt, Stevie 
Wonder, The Byrds, and countless 
others. Remember the television 
series Outer Limits? Sneaky Pete 
did the eerie, spacey and/or 
whatever soundtrack for those 
shows. 
Gene Parsons is a multitalented 
musician who plays banjo, steel, 
harmonica, guitar, base, and piano, 
but whose main job is drumming, 
which he did for four years and four 
albums with the Byrds -- Dr. Byrds 
and Mr. Hyde, Easy Rider, Farther 
Along and Byrdmaniax. His first pro 
gig was at age 18 with a band named 
the Castaways that included Gib 
Guilbeau and played the Nevada 
circuit. The Castaways faltered and 
Gene was out of a gig for a year and 
a half. Then Gib called him to say he 
had a job in a bar and could record 
for Bakersfield International Re. 
cords. He didn't know that Gib 
wanted hirato play drums, which he 
had never done before. They 
worked that bar for three years, 
then formed Nashville West with 
Clarence White until Clarence 
joined the Byrds. Parsons then  
spent 45 months touring the world 
and recording as a Byrd. Eventually 
came the move to Mendocino and 
the benefits with Ethridge and Hill, 
gigs with Gib Guilbeau and the 
Docker Hill Boys before reuniting 
with Sneaky Pete in the new 
Burritos. 
Gib Guilbeau's musical history 
coincides with Gene Parsons' 
through the Castaways and Nash-
ville West bands. After. Parsons and 
Clarence White went with the 
Byrds, Gib went with Linda 
Ronstadt, sessions and touring for 
three years. He also worked behind 
Rita Coolidge and Crazy Horse and 
with Arlo Guthrie for three years. 
Gib was born in the Cajun country 
of Opelousas, Louisiana, where he 
began playing the fiddle as a kid. He 
wound up in California because of 
the service. Going to Nashville to 
work at songwriting had always 
been Gib's ambitions, he never 
made it to Nashville, but made it at 
songwriting. The single off the 
newest Kris Kristofferson-Rita 
Coolidge LP was "Sweet Susanna," 
a Guilbeau song, and Gib's song "Big 
Bayou" is the single from Ron 
Wood's new LP, Now Look. 
Joel Scott Hill, vocalist-guitarist, 
was born in East Texas. He did R & 
B work with high school bands; had 
an instrumental hit called "The 
Caterpillar Crawl" with a band 
names the Strangers in 1959; 
produced singles in the early 60's; 
played L.A. country bars with Chris 
Ethridge; assembled his own band, 
the Joel Scott Hill Band, in the 
mid-60's which included Johnny 
Barbata, Lee Michaels and Bob 
Mosely; and cut the original demos 
with Mosley and Moby Grape. Later 
he did the L.A. Getaway album with 
Barbata and Ethridge and played 
with Canned Heat. Hill stayed with 
them almost three years and did one 
record and three tours before 
moving to Mendocino where he met 
Gene and played nights with 
Parsons and Ethridge in the nucleus 
of what would become the new 
Burritos. 
Backing up the Burritos in 
concert will be North Country Band. 
Advance tickets are available at 
Primo Records. 
Editorials 
Eugene 
Debs 
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The master class has always Reprinted from RIGHTS 
the school  feels threatened and ly threatened by the ideas of others. 
upset. Pretty small. 
I hope that these childish rumors, 
There are also other tensions that and the people spreading them, 
enter in here, rumors ranging from quiet down, and if anyone wishes to 
fights, to deportation, to mafioso- respond to any of our messages, 
type contracts on staff members they are certainly welcome to do so. 
have come about. The newspaper is Voltaire said it more aptly than I 
not as absurd as its more paranoid could when he said: "I may not 
readers. One must be pretty feeble agree with what you say, but I will 
in one's self-esteem to feel personal- defend to the death your right." 
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Food Pt. II 
declared the wars; the subject 
class has always fought the 
battles. The master class has had 
all to gain and nothing to lose, 
while the subject class has had 
nothing to gain and all to lose -
especially their lives. 
The United States was in the 
midst of World War I and dissent 
was not tolerated. 
On September 14, 1918, Debs 
entered the Federal District Court 
in Cleveland, Ohio, to receive his 
sentence. Before the sentencing 
Debs was asked if he wished to 
make a final statement. Debs 
addressed a courtroom overflowing 
with supporters. As biographer Ray 
Ginger described the scene in the 
courtroom: "Many spectators 
scarcely heard the sentence. They 
had been transported into a cleaner, 
better land-by the speech of Eugene 
Debs, which caused many a stran-
gled gasp in the courtroom. He had 
appeared as a gigantic bridge, a man 
who stood with one foot firmly 
anchored in the present, the other in 
the future, while the multitude 
walked across his shoulders." 
Debs addressed the judge: 
Your honor, years ago I recog-
nized my kinship with all living 
things, and I made up my mind 
that I way iio. 'me bit better than 
the meanest of the earth. I said 
then, I say now, that while there 
is a lower class, I am in it; while 
there is a criminal element, I am 
of it; while there is a soul in 
prison, I am not free. 
Let the people take heart and 
hope everywhere, for the cross is 
bending, the midnight is passing, 
and joy cometh with the morning. 
Henry Hull 
In the first article in this series 
cereal and related food was dis-
cussed. Now, as has been proved, 
mankind can live on cereals alone 
with just a few additives, but at best 
that limited a diet is not easy to live 
with. Homo Sapiens wants sugar, 
fats and above all protein beyond 
what is found in a farinaceous or 
cereal diet. This means meat, fish, 
milk, eggs, sugar and syrup, plus 
lard, tallow and cooking oil from 
vegetable as well as animal sources. 
Before the coming of agriculture 
and the domestication of animals, 
the hunters, who by the way were 
around for many more thousands of 
years than the civilized agricultur-
ists who followed, apparently did 
fairly well on protein and fat. After 
all, hunting and fishing and shellfish 
gathering was number one in their 
food pattern. Then man started 
farming. He domesticated animals 
and learned how to use their 
products, including not only meat, 
but dairy products: cheese, milk and 
butter, and had an extra supply of 
protein and fat. Man with his big 
brain learned to alter these basic 
foods and with the use of combina-
tions of herbs and roots, made 
cooking a fine art. Garlic, the 
number one seasoner with salt of 
the earth, and pepper, oregano, 
basil, bay leaves, sage, catnip, 
saffron, mustard and many more 
The topics of my column have 
been pretty mild up to now. I have 
tried in a deliberately calm manner 
to express views and opinions that 
are important to me. Happily, I have 
been met with positive reactions, 
but perhaps these are somewhat 
only surface ones. Rarely is an 
article or letter submitted to the 
Winonan refuting my editorials, or 
the others. We on the staff of the 
paper's editorial page have naively 
taken this lack of debate as approval 
for our work. Many of the faculty 
and student body have personally 
complimented the paper for being, 
at least, thought-provoking. After 
all, we are in school, we should be 
thinking and learning. 
But suddenly it occurs to me that 
while all this is fine, certainly the 
"other side" cannot be sitting back 
taking it all in and ignoring it -- so I 
opened my eyes and ears and 
learned some disgusting things. I 
have heard remarks made in the 
smog (they go no further) that the 
paper is a product of outside 
agitators, that is totally one-sided 
and therefore, a waste of time. To 
the charge of outside agitation -- I 
say absurd! To that of being 
one-sided -- so what? This paper has 
been, for a very long time, an 
ultra-conservative, anti-intellectual 
college newspaper. So for a year the 
staff (and not even the entire staff) 
has taken direct political stands, and 
FREE ESTIMATES 
condiments came into common use. 
Fowls were domesticated and by 
the twentieth century, and long 
before, eggs of chickens and ducks 
entered into the food picture. With 
cereal products, fats and sugar 
modern pastry was born. With the 
coming of the food products of the 
western hemisphere the food of the 
world was about doubled in variety: 
chocolate, potatoes, sweet and 
white, many, many varieties of 
beans; more of the curcubitus or 
squash plants than even a profes-
sional botanist could imagine, and 
the tomato, plus the turkey and 
muscovy duck. 
Now if we look at the world's 
history and food we find that there 
was generally never enough. Hun-
ger was, and is a serious worry for 
most of the world's population. The 
ignorance about food cost the lives 
of many sailors who died of scurvy: 
lack of vitamin C. In our own 
southland, pellegra ruined the lives 
of many people with the lack of 
needed vitamins in the diet. Due to 
a combination of cultural lag and 
exploitation the people lived on a 
diet of grits, gravy, black eyed peas, 
fat'n'pork and had pellegra. 
Where are we today. Things are a 
little better but not much. The 
national Food and Drug Act in the 
early part of this century made the 
food producers clean up a little bit, 
but not much. Nothing was done 
about advertising, and so in 1976 we 
are subjected to an Idiot box 
advertisement about chicken that is 
finger lickin good. Think about it, 
for that chicken has been pressure 
cooked in grease and is one of the  
most indigestible forms of cooking 
since Clarence the cave man started 
cooking food. Plastic palaces, gleam-
ing with light, are sanitary, and 
offer the burger -- preferably senile 
bull meat with everything on it, 
meaning so many sharp spices, 
cucumber, vinegar, etc., that the 
taste of the meat is totally lost, and 
washed down with a malted milk or 
a horrible mixture of corn sugar and 
water, plus extracts called cola. 
Wow, fourth class Wow! 
Where does the fault lie? It is 
hard to say. The Greeks, Portu-
guese, Spaniards, Separdic Jews, 
Lebanese, Turks, Italians, Chinese, 
Africans, and to a lesser extent the 
Poles, Russians, Scandinavians, 
French and Germans have been 
trying to make food preparation an 
art. In anti-intellectual America, 
people could care less! One can think 
of the gross get by, hatred of art 
syndrome that curses our nation so 
well described by the late Richard 
Hofsteader in his Anti-Intellectual-
ism in America. Possibly we should 
blame that fierce anti-intellectual of 
France: John Calvin, who, like St. 
Augustine before him, regarded this 
world as a vale of tears, a place of 
journey to the ultimate. 
No matter what you regard this 
life, you are here. You will live for a 
while. During the course of life why 
accept a diet of stupid, anti-intellec-
tual ideas that is in no way 
healthful? Cookbooks are still being 
printed and sold. Here in America 
we are fortunate enough to have 
food. Why not try to do something 
with it? 
Eugene Victor Debs was born to 
Alsatian parents in 1856 in Terre 
Haute, Indiana. As a boy he worked 
in his family's dry goods store and 
when he was 14 years old he went to 
work painting signs for the railroad. 
The railroads were to play an 
important part in the life of a man 
fiercely devoted to the cause of the 
working man in America. Twenty-
four years after he began work for 
the railroad in Terre Haute, Debs 
led the railroad workers in the 
largest strike America had ever 
known. Alternately known as the 
Pullman strike and the Debs' 
rebellion, the boycott of the rail cars 
owned by George M. Pullman was 
the closest replica of a European-
styled strike that ever appeared in 
America. 
The strike lasted for 3 weeks and 
ended in defeat for the railroad 
workers. The leadership of Debs 
thrust him into the national 
spotlight as the foremost labor 
leader in America. Because of his 
actions as leader of the strike, he 
was held in comtempt of a court 
order and sentenced to 6 months in 
prison. 
Debs, disenchanted with the 
Democratic Party, supported the 
Populist Party briefly before taking 
the leadership of the Socialist Party 
in 1900. Debs was the Socialist 
Party's presidential candidate in 
1900, 1904, 1908, 1912, and in 1920 
when he received nearly one million 
votes while imprisoned at the 
Atlanta Penitentiary. On June 29, 
1918, Debs was indicted under the 
Espionage Act for a speech he had 
given 13 days earlier in Canton, 
Ohio. In that speech Debs had 
sounded a theme he had played on 
for 20 years. 
Times they are a changin' 
- still 
Opinions 
The 
struggle 
T. J. Harens, in his Winonan 
article of Jan. 14, "Still Not Out of 
The Woods" defends the practice of 
raising and slaughtering livestock, 
but condemns hunting as "senseless 
killing." 
Yet how much sense does it make 
in a starving world to feed grain to 
livestock when that grain could 
much more efficiently feed people? 
And how humane is it to pack cows 
and hogs into sheds and feedlots 
shoulder-to-shoulder and knee deep 
in their own manure? (It might 
interest Cleveland Amory to know 
that a pig is every bit as curious, 
intelligent, and friendly as a 
raccoon. Then again, it probably 
wouldn't, being that hogs lack that 
basic cuddly quality so important to 
Big City ecologists.) I don't make it 
my business to criticize farmers for 
these things because they are not 
very important in a world beset by 
No 
Park 
in 
Has anyone noticed the scarcity of 
parking and the abundance of cars 
on this campus lately? I certainly 
have! I got to school at 10:45 for an 
11:00 class today, in 4• weather, and 
spent 15 (fifteen, count 'em!) 
minutes trying to find a place for my 
detroit demon to rest. I finally 
ended up on Main Street, after 
covering the entire campus at least 
twice. There were parking spaces, 
I'll admit, only they were taken up 
by people parking sideways, inside 
out, and backwards. I counted at 
least a dozen that could have been 
available, had their occupants ever 
taken drivers training or learned 
common courtesy. 
The point I'm trying to make is 
that we're too short of available 
parking not to allow a few 
discourteous drivers (parkers?) to 
monopolize the lots. Please, park so 
you take up the least amount of 
space possible, so us late-comers 
who commute don't have to walk to 
school. If you agree with me that 
there's a shortage of parking as it is, 
call, write, or corner your adminis-
trators here at WSU and tell them 
about it. No doubt, they'll get the 
hint if enough of us bother the heck 
out of them. 
Debbi Schroeder 
Sophomore Senator 
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larger problems. For a person like 
Harens, however, chock-full of 
"deep feelings and concern.-for this 
earth and all its inhabitants" as he 
is, these considerations might open 
up a whole new avenue where his 
poor tender heart can bleed with 
renewed energy. 
Harens closes his article by 
apologizing "somewhat" for his 
sarcasm. He needn't have, for 
foolish sarcasm carries no sting. He 
should apologize for his hypocrisy, 
or self-righteousness, or perhaps 
the willingness with which he carps 
and criticizes in areas where he is 
shockingly ignorant. A good exam-
ple of this is his statement that an 
"over-abundance of animals" (which 
makes a hunting season justifiable 
or even necessary) is caused by 
"deliberate over-propagation of 
their species...and the extinction... 
by the hunters...of their natural 
predators." I guess he gets this 
curious notion from the common and 
perfectly good argument that deer, 
if not hunted, soon build up their 
numbers past the amount which 
their habitat can carry through a 
winter. How man encourages this is 
beyond my knowledge -- I had 
always thought that all animals had 
a natural inclination toward repro-
duction. The idea that hunters killed 
off the predators who will naturally 
trim deer numbers is absurd. The 
simple fact is that deer numbers are 
way up since this country was 
settled because they have adapted 
well to heavy agricultural use of 
former forest land where wolves 
and cougars have not. I would 
dearly love to hear Amory's plan for 
re-introducing wolves into, say, 
Winona County. (As a matter of 
fact, a recent attempt to re-intro-
duce wolves into Michigan's wild 
upper peninsula promptly failed.) 
But perhaps the most annoying 
example of Haren's ignorance is his 
presumptuous notions as to what 
are the motives of hunters. He talks 
about the "ego-fulfilling challenge of 
overcoming a ferocious wild ani-
mal," a "big cheap thrill...out of 
killing something," and makes 
reference to a "he-man" mentality. 
The fact is, I have hunted for years 
with many different people and 
have yet to observe any of these 
phenomena. Does he honestly think 
hunters fantasize that they are in 
danger from the ducks, pheasants or 
Force, in the name of religion, 
Thilosophy or creed, is not new in 
this world. Religious right was used 
during the Crusades, for example; 
and has probably been used as a 
reason (excuse) for war since the 
beginning of religion itself. It is 
incorrect, however, to imply that 
this is Christianity. As stated 
previously, man has used anything 
seeming with authority for his own 
gain. Christians, who use this fact as 
their authority, are no less sinners 
than those who are agressive in the 
name of freedom or natural right or 
of Hitler's ideology. 
Man is an aggressive animal. The 
major difference between man and 
other animals is that man has the 
power to think beyond food, shelter 
and reproduction. This difference 
has created something that we often' 
term morality and immorality. This 
amounts to, basically, nothing more 
than what is currently socially  
deer they shoot? Can he honestly 
believe that a sadistic love of killing 
motivates a hunter to spend whole 
days afield, often without being able 
to kill anything? A person who takes 
pleasure in the actual killing of 
animals would do better to become a 
butcher. That way he'd get a chance 
to do it on a regular basis. And 
where in the world does this 
"he-man" business come from? This 
is something that Amory especially 
harps and harps on. And yet, there 
is no special macho mentality 
evident among hunters, nor does it 
exist to any great degree in hunting 
books and magazines (unless one 
delves back 40 or 50 years ago as 
Amory does for the first 30 pages of 
Man Kind?). Hunters do take pride 
in being able to shoot well and 
consistently find and get close to 
game, but this is natural enough, 
being that these skills are difficult 
to acquire and must be cultivated 
over a long period of time. They are 
also skills that women can acquire 
and take pride in, as many do. Next 
time I go hunting or fishing with my 
wife, perhaps we could both watch . 
very carefully to see if it makes us 
feel manly, and finally figure out 
what Harens and Amory are talking 
about. 
The real damage that Amory and 
a person like Harens do is not to the 
feelings of hunters, though we 
naturally bristle at being insulted so 
stupidly. Concern for our natural 
environment is finally becoming 
widespread, if not well-informed. 
Hunting vs. anti-hunting is not an 
argument on which that concern can 
afford to become side-tracked. The 
developers, polluters and despoilers 
of our country are hard at work -
they are not troubled by ideological 
wrangling within their ranks. To 
fight them takes a great deal of 
time, concentration, and Money. 
Every dollar that a cheap hustler 
like Amory rips off from the ecology 
movement is a dollar less to spend 
on land-acquisition. Every argu-
ment he provokes about hunting 
takes attention away from the 
pollution of our air and water and 
the destruction of the natural 
environment of wildlife and humans 
alike. People like Amory and 
Harens would do us all a favor by 
minding their own business, what-
ever it could possibly be. It certainly 
has nothing to do with wildlife or its 
welfare. 
acceptable. 
The World Wars were both very 
popular here in the states; so much 
so that to deny the cause was to be 
"unamerican." The war in VietNam 
was very unpopular, in this case, to 
denounce it was right. 
In aggression it is, of course, 
necessary to have support. This 
support can be gained by using 
current moral goals. Religion has 
usually been a strong influence on 
society. It became, and is, easy to 
want to save the poor unknowing 
savages from the hell that must go 
to unless saved by the one and only 
god. If aggression, under these 
conditions, succeeds, a certain 
amount of security results which 
reinforces the idea that it, indeed, 
was a moral cause. So, basically, 
Christianity has, on occasion, be-
come a tool of man and of force; not 
the contrary. 
Sher Hakes 
Does anyone out there care about 
what's going on around them, in 
their own little world, or in the 
totality of existence, which greatly 
influences that smaller world? Does 
anyone out there give a damn about 
ecology, about world famine, or 
universal peace, how about political 
ethics, drug addiction, alcoholism, 
the sadism of hunting (fishing?), 
female equality, or sexual role 
playing, then there's old people/eu-
thanasia, youth/educational sys-
tems, of course abortion, health/ 
overindulgence, prison reform, rac-
ial prejudice, religious relevance, 
morality, eternal salvation, and last 
but really first, honesty? How can 
one person relate their self to all of 
these "separate issues," and be 
effective in working toward their 
solving or betterment, or whatever 
goal is pursued toward them? These 
are the majority of issues, conflicts, 
which affect us every day in our 
routine life and in the big news that 
fluctuates into our realm of con-
sciousness. They seem to move in 
and out of our , interest span, and up 
and down on our priority scale. 
I am going to attempt to answer 
some of those above, and other 
major questions that face some of us 
now and will someday face most 
everyone, provided they don't turn 
completely away from life's real 
realities. I say attempt, for I am 
struggling to sort out the answers I 
know are there, and at the same 
time share them with whoever they 
can be of use to. It is not conceited 
to say I have "vision" or visionary 
capabilities, for most have, or will 
at one time experience that very 
idealistic time in their life when all 
of life's problems could be solved if 
only you were in a position to do so. 
Many people let their friends, their 
peers, or even their family subordi-
nate and bury that vision. Maybe I 
was lucky or to some, unlucky, but 
the vision has never left me and now 
I can't let go. 
Just as in past articles I have 
written concerning honesty and 
respect, abortion and hunting, all of 
the "issues" I listed above are to me 
deeply interrelated but it won't be 
easy to bring them together into a 
compact article which says it all. 
Actually I could say it all in one 
expression, one utterance. To some 
this would be enough, but the 
majority do not, or have not yet 
experienced that gladness of know-
ing which accompanies it. I hesitate 
to speak it, not for fear of reprisal, 
for I am used to that, but for fear 
that many are immediately turned 
off by talk of it and would turn a 
deaf ear to anything else which is of 
value. I speak of God. If the answers 
you truly seek are not within Him, 
you better seek the true questions 
within yourself. 
One cannot love God and hate 
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your black brother, destroy the 
ecological system without respectful 
unselfish cause, or kill unborn 
children, rip off everyone but 
yourself, deny women respect, turn 
your back on the aged, oppress 
youthful creativity, promote war, be 
passive to world famine, abuse your 
body, and overall reject moral 
responsibility. There is no inconsis-
tency in God but in ourselves 
because we are too selfish to give 
ourselves totally. I am guilty of 
suppressing my vision and direction 
in order to "enjoy" life. If you say to 
yourself "I'll be a decent person 
tomorrow but tonight I'm gonna 
have fun," enough times, that 
tomorrow will never come. 
Up to this point I have presented 
you with the struggle I, and I'm sure 
many others face, that overwhelm-
ing sense of duty to make the world 
a totally happy and good place to, 
live, yet an overwhelming number 
of directions in which to focus that 
duty. For right now what I propose 
from all of this, or what I hope is 
that whoever feels any of that 
intense idealism, that desire to _do 
more than the average person, to 
cut through and conquer all the 
world hang-ups, is that you hold on 
to it and struggle to keep it alive. 
Don't give it up for something 
easier, something more secure or 
less confusing. Even if your 
orientation isn't God and religion 
(which are inseperable), the first 
step is that penetrating insight, that 
ability to see things as they really 
are, and maybe someday you'll see 
the role God plays in it all. 
One of the largest obstacles to 
this growth, to facing the challenge 
of living, are those cynics and 
realists, the former, because they 
are intolerant, the latter because 
they have despaired. Both have sold 
out and will want you to do the same 
for you stand as a sign of 
contradiction to the compromise 
they settled for. Those cynics and 
realists are your supposed enemies, 
friends and even your family and 
parents. Most times they mean well, 
are even acting out of love, but your 
life of fulfillment is more important. 
In essence, I have only touched 
the surface of what is real truth in 
this life and hopefully have in-
creased, brought about, or sus-
tained your desire for knowing it all. 
Those "issues" which frustrate one's 
orientation are not issues at all but 
realities to deal with and conquer 
and no one should settle for not 
trying. These lines are far too few 
and my ability to express them far 
too poor, to grant a total under-
standing of what is being put across. 
I am open to anyone who wishes to 
gain a possibly clearer meaning. 
Thomas James Harens 
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Hunter shoots from the hip 
Part 2 
	
by John Edstrom 
Reply to weeping Jesus 
[ 	SHOWTIME DAILY. 
8 P.M. 1 
Tech 
drops 
WSU 
Houghton, Mi - The Winona State 
University Warriors lost their 13th 
game and fourth in the Northern 
Intercollegiate Conference to Michi-
gan Tech University by a score of 
87-76 here on January 23. 
WSU was led by Ken Gomillia 
with 22 points and 13 rebounds. 
Also scoring in double figures was 
Dave Benson with 11, and Jerry 
Williams and Wendell Anderson 
with 12 apiece. 
VOGUE 
Theatre 
ARCADIA, WISCONSIN 
THURS. FRI. SAT. , FEB. 5- 6- 7 
Your senses will never be the same. 
71 Ann-Margret Roger Daltrey 
SUN. MON. TUE. & WED. 
FEB. 8. 9- 10- 11 
WILD AND PRIMITIVE 
AS THE GREAT 
NORTH 
"CALL OF 
THE WILD" rwo CHARLTON HESTON 
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
Campus Kits With Values To $5.75 Now Only .75' 
Our special display of paperback books sold at Half Price have 
many outstanding titles. Offers great savings. 
We have received many new Winona State University T-shirts, 
jerseys and numbered sweat shirts. 
See our health and beauty aids department for good savings on 
these items. 
Celebrate the "Spirit of 76" with one of our new Bicentennial 
flags. 
Brighten Up Your Room! for only $5.95 
Our Touch of America Humorous Picture Posters. Now only $1.50 
Wendell Anderson [44] slaps the ball away from the Cougar's Bob 
Foss [54] with the Warrior's Dave Benson [32] looking on. 
[Photo by Jeff Fosse] 
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Cougars chomp 
Warriors By Larry Frost WINONAN Sports Editor 
Despite having one of their best 
shooting games of the season, 34-57 
for 59 per cent, the Winona State 
University Warriors fell to defeat at 
the hands of the Cougars from the 
University of Minnesota-Morris by a 
score of 84-70 in Memorial Hall on 
January 26. 
Once again it was mistakes and a 
lack of defense that proved to be 
WSU's downfall. 
The Warriors turned the ball over 
19 times. And while the Cougars did 
commit 17 miscues, WSU wasn't 
able to capitalize and turn UMM's 
mistakes into baskets. 
Winona's defense, meanwhile, 
simply couldn't stop the balanced 
Morris offense as four Cougars 
scored in double figures. UMM also 
had a good night from the field 
canning 36 shots in 62 attempts for 
58 per cent. 
WSU could have made the game 
much closer if it could have  
converted at the free throw line. 
The Warriors made only 2 free 
throws in 11 attempts, while the 
Cougars hit 12-18. 
One definite bright spot for the 
Warriors was the performance of 
junior college transfer Wendell 
Anderson. In only his third game in 
a WSU uniform, Anderson connect-
ed on 10 of 12 shots from the field 
for 83 per cent and finished with 21 
points. 
The first half was a shootout 
between Anderson and Randy 
Schwegel, who also had 21 points on 
the night for the Cougars, as they 
scored 15 and 13 points respectively 
in the first 20 minutes. 
The game was very close until 
with 7:08 left in the first stanza and 
Morris up by two at 25-23, the 
Cougars ran off seven straight 
points, five by Jim Thelen, and went 
on to take a 42-31 halftime lead. 
The closest WSU could come in 
the second half was seven points at 
77-70, but that was with only 1:04 
left in the game and the Cougars 
went on to rattle off seven straight 
points to make the final score 84-70. 
Ken Gomillia finished with 14 
points and Jerry Williams 12, all in 
the second half, to go along with 
Anderson's 21. 
For the Cougars Paul Seaton, 
Thelen, and Bob Foss all had 18 
points to compliment Schwegel's 21. 
The Wariors record now stands at 
4-14 overall and 1-4 in the Northern 
Intercollegiate Conference. 
The next game for Winona will be 
this Saturday against the St. Cloud 
State University Huskies in Memor 
ial Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
The Huskies, tabbed as pre-sea-
son favorite in the NIC, have been 
having their problems losing to 
Michigan Tech University and 
Moorhead State University. 
Women thumped 
93-58 
By Larry Frost 
	 in a nutshell. 	 54-28 in the final stanza. 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
The Winona State University 
women's basketball team simply 
couldn't handle a fine University of 
Wisconsin-LaCrosse team as the 
Warriors lost their eighth game of 
the year 93-58. 
Winona shot well enough hitting 
26-71 field goal attempts for 36 per 
cent. Unfortunately a full court 
_press by UW-LC forced WSU into 
turning the ball over an astounding . 
40 times. Compare that to just 19 
turnovers for the Wisconsin school 
and you have the story of the game 
By Mark Merchelewitz 
WINONAN Sportswriter 
The wrestlers of Winona State 
University turned their conference 
meet with Southwest State Uni-
versity into a 38-5 rout in New 
Memorial Hall on January 28th. 
Winona won 8 of the 10 matches 
with two forfeits, a superior 
decision, a major decision, and three 
regular decisions. Southwest won 
one match when the Mustang's 
co-captain, Rick Vogt, defeated 
John Nell 5-0 at 190-pounds. In that 
match Southwest got its only 
takedown of the night. Winona 
finished the evening with 11 
takedowns. The other match was in 
the 150-pound class in which Dennis 
Anderson and Joe Curry dueled to a 
1-1 draw. 
Coach Fran McCann's squad is 
now 2-2 in NIC competition and 3-7 
overall. 
The Warriors Bill Voight won the 
first match of the meet by forfeit. 
Bruce Anderson then went on to 
win the next match with a 6-2 
conquest of Randy Malloy in the 
The Warrior women were also 
hampered by fouls as they were 
whistled for 32 team fouls. LaCrosse 
capitalized on that by hitting 21-35 
at the charity line. 
Winona kept it close in the first 
half by shooting 43 per cent from 
the field. Despite this though they 
trailed 39-30 after the first half. 
In the second half UW-LC came 
out in a full-court zone press that 
forced WSU into making mistakes. 
It just wasn't any contest as 
LaCrosse outscored the Warriors 
126-pound division. At 134-pounds, 
Don Simpson just missed taking a 
major decision when Jim Smolley of 
Southwest managed to get a one 
point escape with seconds left in the 
match. Simpson was victorious in 
the contest 12-5. 
One of the Warrior's highlights of 
the night was when freshman 
Marlow Burton pinned Tim Rog-
gow, 5:26 into the third period. In 
the matchup between the 158-
pounders, Steve Dummett manhan-
dled Jim Williams for a 14-1 
superior decision. Dummett almost 
pinned his opponent several times 
but was denied this final glory. 
The Warriors co-captain, Craig 
Faldet, compiled 6:49 worth of 
riding time enroute to a 9-0 major 
decision over Paul Gaworski at 
167-pounds. Derrick Hardy defeated 
Southwest's other co-captain and 
last year's runnerup in NIC tourna-
ment competition at 167-pounds, 
Dick Horstman. Hardy won this 
contest of the 177-pounders, 7-3. 
Senior heavyweight co-captain 
Dan Malm won his 15th match of the 
season against two losses by forfeit. 
Maureen Adams and Mary Barte-
ly continued their offensive fire-
power scoring 17 and 16 points 
respectively. After that, however, 
the offensive output dropped off to 
just five points for Bernie Palcich. 
WSU is now 1-8 on the season 
while LaCrosse goes to 6-0. 
The next game for the Warriors 
will be this Saturday against St. 
Cloud State University. That game 
will at 5:30 and will be the 
preliminary to the men's game in 
iew Memorial Hall. 
Women's 
sports 
organize 
Tennis 
There will be an organizational 
neeting for the women's intercol-
,egiate tennis team on February 9, 
at 6:30 p.m. in room 210 in Memorial 
Hall. 
Golf 
Want to get involved in some-
thing new? Well for the first time 
there will be a women's golf team 
here at Winona State University. 
For anyone interested the first 
organizational meeting will be on 
Tuesday, February 10 at 3:00 p.m., 
in room 210 in Memorial Hall. 
There will be a discussion of 
practice and schedule times. Be 
there. 
Grapplers lasso 
Mustangs 38-5 
Wednesday, February 4, 1976 
SPORTS 
Women cagers 
clobber 'Kato; 
69-54 
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Sharon Wiley puts up a shot from underneath against Mankato 
State University in Memorial Hall. [Photo by John Wanner] 
Matmenhave 1-1 weekend 
WSU 13 	WSU 25 
NDSU 28 Coe 11 
DICK & BOB KUHLMANN 
Presents 
THE PABST NOVELTY SHOP 
Open 1-5, Tuesday & Thursday 
4310 W. 5th St. 
Goodview 
PURCHASE PABST AND SCHMIDT AT 
YOUR NEAREST OUTLET OR TAVERN 
) ;L 
GO GET 'EM WARRIORS 
By Larry Frost 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
Showing good ball-handling and 
crisp passing like they haven't all 
season, the Winona State Universi-
ty women's basketball team won its 
second game of the year against 
eight defeats. 
The Warrior women did it by 
defeating Mankato State Universi-
ty, the defending state champions, 
69-54 in old Memorial Hall last 
Friday night. 
Winona had one of its best 
shooting games of the season as 
they canned 46 per cent (30-65) from 
the field. Mankato, on the other 
hand, hit only 28 per cent (17-60). 
WSU also played a much tighter 
game than it has been. The 
Warriors turned the ball over 25 
times. And while that may not be 
considered good, it was a vast 
improvement as they came into the 
game averaging over 33 turnovers 
per game. 
The contest started out tight, but 
with the score tied at six apiece, 
Winona ran off eight straight points, 
six by Maureen Adams. 
Then late in the first half, Julie 
Schafer scored three straight buc-
kets for the Warriors as Winona 
opened up a 32-17 halftime lead. 
Mankato came out hot at the start 
of the second half as the Indians 
rattled off eight straight points to 
close the gap to seven. 
The Warriors then showed their 
poise though, as senior Sharon 
Willey came off the bench to 
combine with Mary Bartley to run 
off 10 straight for Winona. 
Later in the game when Willey 
was taken out she received a 
rousing ovation from the crowd for 
her heroics. According to coach 
Marjorie Moravec Willey, who 
injured her knee severely in the 
first game of the year, is still only at 
about 50 per cent; but she seemed to 
provide the spark that WSU needed 
to withstand the Mankato rally. 
After that it was all downhill for 
WSU as Mankato was forced to 
abandon its patient pattern offense. 
But the Indians couldn't cope with 
Winona's quickness as WSU scored 
a lot of easy lay-ups in the final 
stanza. 
Adams once again led the Warrior 
attack with 16 points. Also in double 
figures was Bartley with 13 and 
Schafer with 10. 
WSU wasn't as lucky in the junior 
varsity preliminary game though, as 
Mankato pulled out a 43-40 victory. 
The leading scorer for the 
Warrior JV was Barb Walker with 
eight points.  
by mere 
Winona State University's wrest-
ling team all but handed North 
Dakota State University a non-con-
ference dual meet in the New 
Memorial Hall on January the 30th. 
The Warrior grapplers were 
beaten 28-13 in the team score 
competition and suffered three pins 
in the meet. 
"I'm really disappointed," said a 
dejected Coach Fran McCann. "We 
really could have won this one. We 
just got to start believing in 
ourselves." 
WSU's psych case probably 
derived from the facts that NDSU 
was rated 5th in the NCAA Division 
II Schools mat poll and that they 
have three former High School 
All-American wrestlers. 
Freshman Marlow Burton, wrest-
ling at 142-pounds, proved to be one 
of WSU's few shining stars in the 
gloom of the meet. He won a 
grueling 8-7 decision over Mark 
Reimnitz, one of North Dakota's 
The Winona State University 
Warriors lost two Northern Inter-
collegiate Conference rematches 
which saw their NIC record drop to 
1-6. 
Last Friday night the Southwest 
State University Mustangs defeated, 
Winona for the second time this 
season. The final score was 95-73 
with the game being played on the 
Mustangs home court in Marshall, 
Minnesota. 
Ken Gomillia and Wendell Ander-
son were the leading scorers for 
WSU with 16 points apiece. Jerry 
Williams was also in double figures 
with 10. 
The Warriors then travelled to 
Morris, Minnesota, for a game with 
High School All-Americans. 
The Warriors won two other 
matches on the night. Dan Malm got 
his 16th victory of the season in the 
heavyweight contest against anoth-
er one of NDSU's High School 
All-Americans. Malm took a 2-1 
decision over Don Meyer because of 
his riding time advantage. The 
other win for Winona came when 
Bruce Anderson of WSU handled 
Mark Anderson and took a 9-4 
decision at 126-pounds. 
Don Simpson battled Jim Nelson 
of NDSU to a 5-5 tie in the 
134-pound class. There was another 
tie in the duel between the 
177-pounders. It was a 3-3 draw for 
Derrick Hardy and North Dakota's 
third High School All-American, 
Perry Kozlowski. 
The Warrior's Dennis Anderson 
and John Nell both dropped 
decisions in the 150 and 190-pound 
division respectively. 
Bill Voight, Steve Dummett, and 
Craig Faldet were the victims of 
pins by NDSU. 
the University of Minnesota-Morris 
Cougars on Saturday night. 
And despite leading 36-33 at 
halftime, WSU couldn't score down 
the stretch and lost to the Cougars 
70-68. Winona did what they had to 
do, trailing by five with under a 
minute left they started fouling the 
Cougars. And Morris gave WSU its 
chances as they made only one of six 
free throws in the final minute. But 
the Warriors couldn't convert 
except for a lay-up by Duane Smith 
with just a few seconds left on the 
clock. 
Williams and Smith led the way 
for Winona as they had 16 points 
apiece. Gomillia and Anderson 
finished with 11 and 10 respectively.  
by Winonan Sportswriter 
Buzz Moore 
Saturday night, January 31, 
Winona State University's wrest-
ling team took a commanding 
victory over an undefeated Coe 
College wrestling squad by the 
score of 25 to 11 in Winona State 
University's own Memorial Hall. 
The Warriors took seven out of 
the ten matches wrestled. Fresh-
man 126 pounder Bruce Anderson 
spearheaded the drive with a 6 to 1 
victory over Coe's Jay Strive. Don 
Simpson tactically maneuvered his 
way to a 10 to 15 win against senior 
Tim Johnson. At 150 pounds the 
master of the headlock Dennis 
Anderson put the big move on La 
Verne Jackson. Although Denny 
gave up a few escape point, he went 
on to win a decision of an 11 to 4 
victory. 
Steve Dummet and Craig Faldet 
at 158 and 167 pounds respectively 
came back after Friday, January 30 
tough losses and wrestled well and 
aggressive. Dummet handled junior 
Jim Bruck 10 to 6 and captain Faldet 
won 6 to 3 over senior Dave 
Triervler. 
In what could be contested a 
"squeeker" match, wrestler John 
Nell edged out a 6 to 5 victory over 
Jed Steckel. 
By the time HWT came along the 
meet was "in the bag" for Winona, 
but Dan Malm insisted that he put 
the finishing touch against Coe 
College. Malm drove hard in the 
second period to pin Carl Sansone 
with a time of 3:32 in the match. 
Bill Voight took a hard 6 to 1 loss 
from Coe's 118 pounder Tom 
Hinrichsen and at 142 pounds 
Marlow Burton dropped a decision 
against senior captain Nick Hobbes. 
At 177 pounds freshman Derrck 
"Jose" Hardy looked tough against 
senior Steve Eden but fell hard with 
an 11 to 3 major decision. 
WSU loses 
rematches 
Turkey!! 
Turkey? Oh really? Weird!!! Is that where you are from?? These 
are remarks that I used to get from people when I told them that I 
was from Turkey and once in awhile I still do. 
Actually, there is a country called Turkey. It's real name is 
Republic of Turkey and it is located in the southeastern part of 
Europe. Turkey has borders with Greece, Bulgaria, Russia, Iran, 
Iraq, and Syria. Although it is located in southeastern Europe, the 
majority of the people live on the Asian side of Turkey where the 
capital city of Ankara is. Istanbul (known as Constantinople) is the 
biggest city and is located in the European part of Turkey. It is 
also the third largest city in Europe, after London and Paris. 
Turkey is only as big as Texas but it is four times more 
populated. The majority of the people are Moslem but there is no 
state religion. Most of the Jews and Christians live in the western 
part of the country. According to the census of 1970, about 90 1/2 of 
the Turkish people speak Turkish as their native language. 
German, English, and French are widely used, understood and 
spoken. 
Turkish Parliament is made of 600 members. 150 are in the 
Senate, 450 of them are in the House of Representatives. Free 
elections are held every four years and parties from ultra-radical 
to super-conservative run for the elections. There are all kinds of 
political parties representing all kinds of different views. 
Here are some interesting facts about Turkey: 
There is no legal drinking agbe in Turkey, anybody at any age 
can go to a bar (Turks call them pubs) and get drunk. It is not 
unusual to see 15 year-old teenagers in the pubs, clubs, 
discotheques -- drinking and having a good time. 
There are no private radio or T.V. stations in Turkey. All the 
alcoholic beverages are owned by the government, as are 
cigarettes.There are no cigarette or liquor commercials anywhere 
in the country, thus, there is no competition. 
Turkey is an active member of NATO and the Council of Europe. 
Education from Kindergarten throughout graduate school is 
free. There are no private higher education institutions and 
students do not pay tuition. 
The people of Turkey do not eat pork, ham, and bacon, since 
Moslem and Jewish religions forbid it. Except for the regions 
where they have large numbers of Christian people, it is almost 
impossible in Turkey to find pork on sale in the supermarkets and 
stores. 
By Tunch Ogel 
Bill Schustik 
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Schustik - Success 
On Monday, January 26, Bill 
Schustik, a history major at Boston 
University presented a colorful and 
varied program of American folk-
lore through song. Equipped with a 
guitar, banjo, harmonica, and a 
deep, clear voice; and wearing a 
blue jacket, white vest, and a red 
scarf, Schustik made it immediately 
clear what he intended to do: carry 
the audience along through history 
on a sea of music. 
He started off with "This Land is 
Your Land" (which, by the way, was 
the most contemporary song on the 
program), and then told of his job as 
the only official "Sea Chanteer" in 
the U.S. on board the 159 ft. square 
rigger Shenandoah. Among other 
duties as "Chanteer," he frequently 
set the rhythm for hoisting anchor 
by singing. 
Schustik then went into some 
songs of the American Revolution. 
He explained that most songs of the 
eighteenth century were really 
"broadsides," or news of the day put 
to verse and tune. Furthermore, 
they tended to be up in tempo, 
optimistic, and even "cocky". An 
example of this was "Sir Peter 
Parker," which told the true story of 
a British naval officer who had been 
ordered to seize Charleston harbor. 
Sir Parker was not worried in the 
least. That is, not until a well-aimed 
cannonball "tore off his britches" 
and skinned him across the deck of 
the ship. But Schustik felt the songs 
were optimistic perhaps because the 
rebels "believed what they were 
getting involved in . . . that a man 
Thursday, February 5 -- 7:00 to 9:00 
p.m. Roger Bacon Hall -- College of 
St. Teresa, 1165 West Broadway 
between Gould and Vila 
Jointly sponsored by Winona Volun-
teer Services and the Tri-County 
Poverty Assistance Program. 
1. Problems in Communication 
Dr. John Austin - SMC Counseling 
Dept., Maureen Gevirtz - SMC 
Counseling Dept. 
2. Understanding the Needs of the 
Elderly 
Vicki Root - Whitewater Manor, 
Vern Smelser - Older Adult Center, 
Joyce Iverson, SEMCAC 
3. Understanding the Needs of 
Teenagers 
Terri Sheehan - Jr. High Counselor, 
Forest Arnold, Sanctuary Group 
Home and YMCA Program Director 
Dr. John Rupkey - Main House and 
SMC Graduate Dean 
4. Understanding the Needs of 
Grade School Children 
Nancy Salzberger - Goodview 
School, Diane Stevens - Lincoln & 
Central School Counselor, Joan 
Heydt - Nelson - Special Learning 
and Behavioral Problems Teacher 
5. Understanding the Needs of 
Pre-Schoolers 
Claire Fleishman - Winona Day 
Care, Joan Pryzbylski - SMC 
Pre-School, Norma McGeoch -
Winona Day Activity Center, 
Muriel Murray - Head Start 
6. The Young: Understanding 
Delinquency, Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse 
Mickey Ellenbecker - Winona Court 
Services, Dave Rompa - Winona 
had a God-given right to determine 
his own destiny." 
On the other hand, he pointed out 
that songs of the Civil War tended 
to be "more melancholy". The 
second part of the program focused 
more on these songs, such as the 
Southern ballad "Lorena". Schustik 
called "Lorena" a "song that's been 
lived in" and that soldiers "Lived by 
their songs and died by their songs. 
They didn't have transistor radios, 
or Playboys, or Bob Hope . . ." 
Rather, a person could tell the 
different troops by the kind of songs 
they sang. 
Taking the listener back to the 
cold, lonely nights when the soldiers 
made their camps, Schustik played a 
haunting harmonica medley of songs 
from both the North and South. He 
followed this with a dynamic, 
emotional rendering of "Mariah" 
and Woody Guthrie's "Hobo's Lulla-
bye" of 1930, which he said was 
based on an old Civil War melody. 
Using his guitar just as the organ is 
used to accentuate the action in a 
soap opera, he narrated "The Tale of 
Ichabod Paddock and Crookjaw, the 
Whale," a legend of humor and 
intrigue that dated back to 1690. 
With that, the program officially 
ended. However, Schustik was 
called back for an encore. 
Bill Schustik describes a folksong 
as "any song taken to the heart of 
the people, and that reflects what 
they're going through." If this is the 
case, the folksong is just as vital a 
source of preserved history as a 
diary. May we recognize it as such. 
Court Services, Bro. Jim Rozak -
SMC Education Dept., Ron McGuire 
- Winona Marriage and Family 
Counseling Service 
7. Mental Retardation 
Carl Kluge - Hiawatha Valley 
Mental Health Center, Scott Streat-
er - Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, Carl Iverson - Asso-
ciation for Retarded Citizens, Barb 
Doffing - Youth Association for 
Retarded Citizens, Sister Yvonne 
Elskamp - CST Special Ed. Instruc-
tor, Frank Eoiro - Occupational 
Rehab. Center 
8. PARENTAL Alcoholism: Effects 
on the Family 
Eileen Sonsalla - Hiawatha Valley 
Mental Health Center, John Howen-
stein - Peerless Chain Personnel 
Department, Fr. Paul Breza - SMC 
Campus Ministry 
9. Economic Problems: Effects on 
the Family 
Char Reidelberger - Dept. of Social 
Services, Matt Vetter - SMC 
Sociology Dept., Nancy Friel -
Winona Marriage and Family Coun-
seling Services 
10. Tutoring 
Marilyn King - Director of Right to 
Read 
11. Solutions to Problems in 
Volunteer Work 
Mike Rishavy - Chairman of Winona 
Volunteer Services 
Open to any interested people. For 
more information please contact: 
Brother Jim Fournier 
St. Mary's College 
P. 0. Box 1499 
452-4430 Ext. 304 or 326 
Evening - 303  
Senate 
news 
Last Wednesday, January 28, the 
senate repealed resolution 75-11, 
which required members of the 
community to pay a two dollar fee to 
attend functions on the WSU 
campus. Originally, the fee was 
instated as a protest against the 
discriminatory policy of the city 
with regard to student use and 
non-use of community facilities. 
Recently, the city manager has 
assured junior senator Neil Brown 
that these discriminatory policies 
will soon come to an end, including 
the policy barring students from 
having functions at Holzinger 
Lodge, while allowing other com-
munity members to have functions 
there. 
- Because the city will be reversing 
its decisions and eliminating the 
discriminatory policy, Neil Brown 
moved at the Senate meeting that 
the resolution be rescinded. 
WANT ADS 4 
SKI IN WINONA! At the 
Winona Ski Club at East Burns 
Valley. Open Thursday evenings 
7-9, Saturday 1-5 and 7-9, Sunday 
1-5, and Holidays. For informa-
tion and snow conditions, call 
452-8894. Rental Equipment also 
available. 
Tor 
Overall 
Wornent 
Oshkosh 
TOosh 
7 e good feeling of 
Oshkosh B'Gosh bib 
overalls ... with the great 
new look of bells and 
body fit! A load of fabrics 
and colors. For 
everybody! Oshkosh 
B'Gosh makes 'em 
terrific ... overall. 
SIZES 18 THRU 36 
COLORS 
RUST, NAVY, DENIM BLUE 
_317VVIZITITITIZT/%7 
TOP & BOTTOM 
79 PLAZA WEST 
Community service 
workshops 
